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The effect of hydrogen concentration on principal hexagonal close packed beryllium surfaces (basal,
prismatic type I and II, pyramidal type I and II) at 0 K was studied with the help of ab initio methods. The
configurations with critical hydrogen coverage were revealed. Relaxation of outermost atomic layers at
critical coverage drastically differs from that found for clean beryllium surfaces. The presence of
hydrogen atoms significantly changes the energy of all studied beryllium surfaces except for prismatic
type II plane. Influence of hydrogen concentration on equilibrium shape of hydrogen covered voids was
investigated by means of construction of Wulff polyhedra. In addition we generalized Gibbs Wulff
approach for accounting of different hydrogen coverages at crystallographic non equivalent surfaces
and temperature effect. The results of the construction were compared with classical Gibbs Wulff
approach as well as the available experimental data on ion or neutron irradiation at elevated
temperatures.
1. Introduction

Beryllium has a number of remarkable physical properties. Be
ing very light and possessing high hardness, beryllium is commonly
used as an alloy component for aerospace and aircraft industry to
increase alloys' strength, fatigue and corrosion resistance, anti
galling characteristics etc [1e3]. In nuclear industry beryllium is
widely used as neutron reflector and moderator [4].

Light chemical elements (Be, Li, Mg and Al) are preferable for
maximization of hydrogen storage per unit mass [5e8]. Therefore
various beryllium compounds are studied as prospective hydrogen
storagematerials [9e13]. Consequently, theoretical study of various
mechanisms of hydrogen trapping in metals is important for
practical realization of hydrogen driven vehicles [14].

Besides impurities, hydrogen can be trapped by intrinsic defects
in metals such as vacancies, dislocations, grain boundaries and
pores [15]. Fukai and co workers have shown experimentally that
for some metals loaded with hydrogen at high temperature and
pressure anomalously high vacancy concentration of about 10 at.%
was observed. They found that for metals with low vacancy for
mation energy this process usually results in formation of metal
hurin).
hydrides with high hydrogen gravimetric density, which is impor
tant characteristic of candidate materials for hydrogen storage.

The second light metallic chemical element, beryllium, with its
vacancy formation energy as low as 0.8 eV [16] could be by far one
of the most encouraging metals for these applications. However,
relatively high binding energy of hydrogen with vacancy (� 1.3 eV)
[16] suggests somewhat higher temperature (� 300 �C) of its
release than would be economically desirable for hydrogen storage
(� 200 �C, see Ref. [5]). Multiple hydrogen occupation of vacancy is
possible and results in a gradual decrease of the binding energy
with increase of the number of trapped hydrogen atoms [16].
Nevertheless, complete hydrogen release (de trapping of the last
most bound hydrogen atoms within a vacancy) is possible only at
higher temperature.

It is well established that at elevated temperatures gaseous
atoms in metal promote formation of gas bubbles [17e20]. Such
temperatures are relevant for beryllium applications in fusion
technology as plasma facing [21] and neutronmultiplier material in
tritium breeding blanket [22,23]. Above 500 �C vacancies are mo
bile in beryllium and gather into gas vacancy clusters giving rise to
growth of gas bubbles [24]. Experiments on deuterium and tritium
desorption have shown that deeper traps than vacancies should
exist in beryllium, which are most probably gas bubbles, according
to commonly accepted view [25e27]. It is, however, not clear
presently whether hydrogen is trapped in the elastic field near gas



bubble, at its surface or within bubble as molecule. Understanding
of deep hydrogen trapping in irradiated beryllium is necessary for
evaluation of residual tritium inventory accumulated in beryllium
pebbles after the end of life of fusion reactor blanket. Such
assessment is important for preventing burst release of trapped
tritium due to plasma excursions to the first wall as well as for
proper handling of radioactive wastes during decommissioning of
the fusion blanket.

Therefore this work is devoted to one of the important mecha
nisms of hydrogen trapping on the surface of voids, in particular, to
clarification of the effect of hydrogen interaction with pure beryl
lium surface including relaxation of the near surface interlayer
distances and the change of surface energies causing modification
of the shape of hydrogen covered voids.

Hydrogen interaction with metal surface is an important issue
for development of catalysts, which are often composed of nano
particles spread over a support material [28e30]. It is commonly
assumed that a shape of nanoparticles is described in asymptotic
limit of thermodynamical equilibrium by the Wulff construction
and presence of gas results in a change of surface energy only. It
should be, however, noted that the equilibrium surface concen
tration of gas atoms is different for various closed packed surfaces
even within one bubble. Moreover, in case of not completely
covered surfaces, their configurational entropy should be also taken
into account.

Both experimental studies [31,32] and previous ab initio calcu
lations [33e36] show that the presence of hydrogen atoms
considerably affects beryllium surface properties. Significant
interplanar relaxation of the outermost atomic layers accompanied
with the change of the structural and energetic characteristics oc
curs with increase of hydrogen coverage [36e45]. However, ma
jority of the available ab initio studies are considering basal and
prismatic type I surfaces only. In order to investigate the effect of
hydrogen isotopes on the equilibrium shape of bubbles, informa
tion related to the energetics of other principal hcp beryllium
surfaces with and without hydrogen is necessary.

In this paper, we start with ab initio study of critical hydrogen
coverages on five principal beryllium surfaces. Then we consider
effect of hydrogen concentration on surface energies and inter
planar relaxation of the outermost surface layers. These results are
used for construction of the equilibrium shape of voids covered
with hydrogen. Two cases are considered: the same and different
hydrogen concentration at different surfaces. Thereafter we
compare our calculated equilibrium shapes with available experi
mental results on neutron irradiation or hydrogen implantation.
2. Computational methods

Static first principles calculations were performed using the
Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [46,47]. The pseudo
potential based on the projector augmented wave (PAW) method
was used to describe the interactions between ions and electrons.
The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew and
Wang [48] was employed for calculation of the exchange
correlation energy. Corresponding standard pseudopotentials for
beryllium (with two valence electrons) and hydrogen were taken
from the VASP library [49,50].

The effect of hydrogen on surface energies was investigated for
five principal close packed beryllium planes: basal ð0001Þ, pris
matic type I (1100) and prismatic type II (2110), pyramidal type I
(1101) and pyramidal type II (2112) (see Fig. 1). Prismatic type I and
pyramidal type I surfaces can be terminated in two possible ways.
We have considered only the most stable and energetically favor
able ”short” termination as suggested in Refs. [39,44]. As far as
periodical boundary conditions are implied by VASP, an empty
space of 17e23 Å (equivalent to four atomic layers) should be
introduced into the simulation cell to avoid interaction between the
top and the bottom of crystal bounded by closed packed planes
being studied. The volume and the shape of the simulation cell
were fixed, while no restrictions on the relaxation of atoms were
imposed. The optimized lattice constants for bulk material were
a 2:265Å and c 3:562Å. A Fermi smearing of 0.2 eV and the cut
off energy of the plane waves of 450 eV were chosen. The tolerance
for electronic self consistency step was set to be 0.01 eV and for
ionic relaxation was stopped when forces were smaller than
0.01 eV/Å. The k point mesh was different for crystallographic non
equivalent surfaces and presented in Table 1. The atomic structures
were visualized using the program Jmol [51].

The surface area of the simulation cell was chosen large enough
to avoid interaction of hydrogen with its periodical images at low
hydrogen concentrations. At high hydrogen coverage such in
teractions are inevitable corresponding to the case of an infinite
surface (see Table 1). Initial configurations for various coverages
were constructed by addition of hydrogen atoms placed pairwise



Table 1
Configurations used in this work. NBe is the number of beryllium atoms in the slab.
The fourth column indicates the number of beryllium atomic layers perpendicular to
the free surface. N100%

H is the number of hydrogen atoms corresponding to 100% of
coverage. E0%s and E100%s in J/m2 are the energies of hydrogen-free and 100% covered
beryllium surfaces, respectively. Two surfaces ð2021Þ and ð2130Þ denoted with
symbol ð�Þ were studied at 0% hydrogen coverage only and were not used in con-
struction of Wulff polyhedra.

Surface cell size NBe Be layers N100%
H

k-points E0%s E100%s

(0001) 3� 3� 4 72 8 9 18� 18� 5 1.71 1.64
ð1100Þ 2� 3� 6 72 12 12 15� 5� 14 1.80 1.53

ð2110Þ 3� 3� 3 108 6 18 8� 9� 10 2.02 1.88

ð1101Þ 3� 2� 6 72 12 12 5� 15� 12 1.83 1.08

ð2112Þ 3� 2� 4 96 8 24 8� 11� 15 2.40 0.76

ð2021Þ� 3� 1� 1 48 � � 3� 9� 16 1.81 �
ð21
on both free surfaces at the equivalent minimum energy sites: hcp
site for basal plane; bridge site at the surface ”ridge” for prismatic
type I and II and pyramidal type II planes; a middle of triangle
formed by two beryllium atoms at the surface ”ridge” and one atom
at the surface ”valley” (for details see Ref. [34]). The configurations
were constructed by sequential addition of hydrogen atoms to
existing hydrogen rows, which generallymay not correspond to the
global minimum energy state at given coverage. More extended
search performed for basal plane has shown that ground state can
deviate by 0.1 J/m2 from the value obtained by sequential addition
(see Section 3.2).

The surface energy of beryllium slab with n hydrogen atoms
referred to the free surface area, Es, was defined as

Es
1
2S

�
EBeþnH
total EBecoh$N

Be nEH
�
; (1)

where EBeþnH
total is the total energy of the system with n hydrogen

atoms; EBecoh 2:2367 eV is the cohesive energy per beryllium

atom in the bulk; NBe is the number of beryllium atoms in the slab;
EH 3:3590 eV is the energy of one hydrogen atom in H2 mole
cule; S is the surface area of the slab. Factor two in Eq. (1) corre
sponds to the fact that the equivalent hydrogen configurations
were prepared on both slab surfaces.

The adsorption energy of hydrogen (per one atom) with beryl
lium slab was calculated as

Ea
1
n

�
EBeþnH
total EBetotal nEH

�
; (2)

where EBetotal is the total energy of the beryllium slab without
hydrogen. The value of the adsorption energy shows how strong
hydrogen atoms are bound with beryllium surface. It should be
noted that adsorption energy depends on particular distribution of
hydrogen atoms on the surface.

Equilibrium shapes of voids were calculated using home made
code and visualized with Jmol [51].
3. Results

3.1. Critical hydrogen coverage

Our ab initiomolecular dynamics tests have shown an existence
of an upper limit for hydrogen coverage on beryllium surfaces. At
this coverage, named hereafter critical, no more hydrogen can be
adsorbed from molecular hydrogen gas phase. Our ab initio mo
lecular dynamics runs confirmed that at least two empty adjacent
adsorption sites are necessary for dissociative adsorption of
diatomic molecule. This fact is in accordance with Langmuirian
picture [52] which was recently reassessed in Ref. [53]. At critical
coverage, there are no free adjacent adsorption sites, so that
hydrogenmolecule adsorption is suppressed. For the case of atomic
hydrogen adsorption at such coverages, hydrogen atom adsorbing
in the direct neighborhood of another pre adsorbed hydrogen will
desorb as a molecule [54]. This process will result in reduction of
hydrogen coverage. Therefore, the critical coverage is a theoretical
upper limit (referred as 100%) which could be reached in both
molecular and atomic hydrogen adsorption processes.

For basal surface the critical coverage corresponds to one
hydrogen atom per beryllium surface atom (or one hydrogen per
surface unit cell). The critical hydrogen coverages were calculated
for other surfaces by placing hydrogen at different adsorption sites
and performing static ab initio relaxations. Thus, the following
critical surface coverages per surface unit cell were obtained: one
hydrogen atom on basal plane; two hydrogen atoms on prismatic
type I, type II and pyramidal type I planes; four hydrogen atoms on
pyramidal type II plane (see Table 1).

Fig. 2 presents configurations with critical (100%) hydrogen
coverage after relaxation. For all studied surfaces at higher cover
ages hydrogen prefers to be two fold coordinated with beryllium
surface atoms in contrast to lower coverages, where hydrogen is
three fold coordinated. Configurations with the intermediate
hydrogen coverages (not presented here) are the mixture of both
coordinations. Atop positions for hydrogen were not observed for
any of the hcp beryllium surfaces.

The results on single hydrogen atom adsorption for the principal
close packed beryllium surfaces were presented in Ref. [34]. Here
we discuss hydrogen adsorption at higher coverages.

Basal. At high coverage the bridge position is the most ener
getically favorable adsorption site (see Fig. 2a), although at low
coverage it corresponds to a saddle point between hcp and fcc sites
[34]. The length of the HeBe bond is 1.47 Å. At 100% coverage the
hcp and fcc sites do not correspond to the global energy minima
anymore. For example, the energy difference of the fcc and the
bridge sites of the fully covered surface is as low as 0.22 J/m2. The
distance between the first neighboring hydrogen atoms is 2.27 Å.

Prismatic type I. At critical coverage, the stable hydrogen
adsorption sites are along the surface ”ridge” and ”valley” as
illustrated in Fig. 2b. The length of the HeBe bond is of about 1.52Å.
All hydrogen atoms are located at bridge positions. The first
neighboring hydrogen atoms are at the distance of 2.27 Å along the
surface ”ridge” or surface ”valley”.

Prismatic type II. Hydrogen atoms can be located at bridge
positions along surface ridges and valleys as shown in Fig. 2c, which
is similar to stable hydrogen sites of single atom [34]. The length of
the HeBe bonds are 1.47 Å for surface ”ridge” and 1.71 Å for surface
”valley” similar to those found for single hydrogen atom. The dis
tance between the first neighboring hydrogen atoms located at the
surface ”ridge” and surface ”valley” is 2.74 Å. However, our calcu
lations show that different hydrogen occupations of the 3� 3 sur
face leads to quite different results: one configuration with 9
hydrogen atoms (3 in the valleys and 6 on the ridges) appears to be
stable, while another one (6 in the valleys and 3 on the ridges)
demonstrate surface reconstruction. Further increase of hydrogen
coverage (6 in the valleys and 6 on the ridges) results in the for
mation of BeH2 chains detaching from the surface during
relaxation.

Pyramidal type I. At critical coverage half of the hydrogen
atoms is located at bridge sites, while the other half is three fold
coordinated with beryllium surface atoms (see Fig. 2d). The
length of the HeBe bonds varies from 1.40 to 1.52 Å. Note, that both
stable sites found for a single hydrogen atom were three fold



coordinated with beryllium atoms [34]. The distance between the
nearest neighbor hydrogen atoms is 2.10 Å.

Pyramidal type II. All stable adsorption sites are bridge (two
fold coordinated) positions with the bond lengths in the range of
1.41 to 1.45 Å. Fig. 2e demonstrates certain asymmetry in the po
sitions of hydrogen atoms along the surface ”valley”. The first
neighboring hydrogen atoms are located at the distance of 2.06 Å
along the surface ”ridge” and surface ”valley”.
3.2. Effect of hydrogen on beryllium surface energies

The effect of sequential addition of hydrogen atoms on the en
ergies of five principal beryllium surfaces is presented in Fig. 3a.
The following general trend is obvious: the surface energy first
reduces, passes through the minimum and thereafter grows with
the increase of hydrogen coverage. Thus, from a certain concen
tration, which is different on crystallographic non equivalent
planes, further hydrogen adsorption on the free surfaces is
energetically less favorable. The energy of all considered beryllium
surfaces covered with hydrogen atoms is always smaller than that
of the corresponding clean surface. The energies of prismatic type I
and pyramidal type I surfaces at zero coverage are almost equal, but
they differ by 0.4 J/m2 in the case of critical coverage. The presence
of hydrogen changes drastically the energy of pyramidal type II
surface from 2.4 down to 0.8 J/m2, i.e. the most unfavorable plane
turns out to be the most favorable one at the coverage above 35%,
while the energy of basal surface is 0.4e0.8 J/m2 higher. In contrast
to other surfaces, the energy of prismatic type II surface changes
very insignificantly, in the range of 0.2 J/m2 only.

Fig. 3b demonstrates the difference between the surface en
ergies of configurations obtained via sequential addition of
hydrogen atoms to existing hydrogen rows as well as some other
alternative configurations obtained bymore extensive ground state
search for given coverages. As seen, the energy of basal plane can
vary in the range of approximately 0.1 J/m2. The highest scattering
of the values occurs near the energy minimum of 30e45% of



Fig. 3. (a) Surface energy of five principal beryllium planes as a function of hydrogen coverage. (b) A comparison of the surface energy of basal plane with sequential addition of
hydrogen atoms and alternative hydrogen distributions. Zero coverage corresponds to the energy of beryllium surface without hydrogen atoms. Lines connecting the data points are
guides to the eye.
hydrogen coverage. It can be roughly assumed that similar devia
tion can be expected for the surface energies of other principal
beryllium surfaces.

Fig. 4 illustrates tendency to roughly linear increase of adsorp
tion energy (per one hydrogen atom) with hydrogen coverage for
all studied beryllium surfaces. The lower the adsorption energy, the
stronger hydrogen atoms are bound to beryllium surface. That is,
hydrogen atoms on basal, prismatic type I and II surfaces areweakly
bound at high coverages and desorption process from these sur
faces supposed to occur easier and at temperatures lower than
those from pyramidal type I and II.

3.3. Effect of hydrogen on interplanar relaxation

Fig. 5 demonstrates how the presence of hydrogen on beryllium
surfaces changes the relaxation pattern of interplanar distances of
outermost surface layers at critical coverage in comparison with
clean beryllium surface. As shown previously [34], clean beryllium
slab with 10e14 layers exhibits in the middle nearly the same lat
tice constant as bulk material. At 100% coverage only the top layer
of basal plane shows noticeable expansion, while the interplanar
spacings for all other inner atomic planes are very close to the ideal
hcp lattice value (see Fig. 5a). Adsorption of hydrogen slightly re
duces the expansion of the first interplanar distance, while the
other distances become very close to the bulk value. For prismatic
type I and pyramidal type I surfaces, an oscillatory relaxation
(interchanging stretching and compression between layers) takes
place. Moreover, the compression (tension) of interlayer distances
without hydrogen is replaced by the tension (compression) at
critical hydrogen coverage as shown in Fig. 5b and d. Expansion of
the ”short” interlayer distances d12; d34; d56; … and contraction of
the ”long” distances d23; d45; d67; … is observed for prismatic type
I surface at 100% coverage in contrast to the clean surface. In
addition, the topmost surface layer demonstrate very significant
relaxation over 50% for prismatic type I and around 40% for pyra
midal type I surfaces. In general, the short terminated distances
relax more notably then the ”long” ones. Tension of the topmost
short terminated distance d12 takes place, while other ”short”
distances d34 and d56 are under contraction for pyramidal type I
surface which differs from the behavior of prismatic type I surface
as seen in Fig. 5b and d. The percentage relaxation of the topmost
layer of basal surface is approximately one order of magnitude
lower than that for other studied beryllium surfaces. It is worth
noting that the relaxation of the layers nearest to the surface is
larger than that of the layers in the center of the slab. The relaxation
patterns of prismatic type II and pyramidal type II surfaces at
critical coverage and without hydrogen are relatively similar (see
Fig. 5c and e).
3.4. Effect of hydrogen on equilibrium shape of voids in beryllium

Knowledge of the orientation dependence of the surface energy
allows us to determine the equilibrium shape of a crystal or a void.
This procedure is known as a Gibbs Wulff construction [55,56],
which consist in minimization of the total surface free energy
associated with the different surfaces. The geometry of the Wulff
polyhedron follows the simple rule so that the distance from its
centre to each face is proportional to surface energy of this face.
Thus, the lower is the energy of the surface, the larger is its area in
the Wulff polyhedron and vice verse.



3.4.1. Same hydrogen concentration on crystallographic non
equivalent surfaces

First, we have performed classical Gibbs Wulff construction
assuming that hydrogen concentrations are the same on different
beryllium surfaces. Although the latter assumption might not be
valid in general case, we used it here as a first approximation, which
will be corrected in Section 3.4.2. Fig. 6 illustrates the computed
equilibrium shape of a void in hcp beryllium single crystal without
hydrogen (0% of coverage), which is composed mainly of basal,
prismatic type I and pyramidal type I faces. Since hydrogen readily
adsorbs on beryllium surface up to critical coverage decreasing
surface energy, notable change of equilibrium shape of void is ex
pected especially at higher hydrogen coverages. A full disappear
ance of prismatic type II, a slight decrease of prismatic type I and an
increase of the fraction of pyramidal type I facets are seen at 17%
hydrogen coverage. Further increase of hydrogen concentration



Fig. 6. Three-dimensional equilibrium shape of void in hcp beryllium single crystal as a function of hydrogen coverage (shown below) calculated with the assumption that
hydrogen concentration is the same on all beryllium surfaces.
leads to a significant increase of the fraction of pyramidal type II
facet. At 46% coverage the void is faceted with basal and pyramidal
type II planes, while at critical coverage only pyramidal type II
facets are present.

The dependence of the area of different hcp planes in the Wulff
polyhedra on hydrogen concentration is shown in Fig. 7. The surface
energy of the intermediate points were computed via fitting the
curves in Fig. 3. Calculation of the area was performed with the
assumption that the volume of polyhedron remains constant. As
clearly seen, an increase of the area of one face is accompanied by a
decrease of the area of another one. At hydrogen coverages lower
than 12% Wulff polyhedra consist of mainly basal, prismatic type I
and pyramidal type I facets. A significant growth of area of pyra
midal type II facet is observed in the range of 12e40% of hydrogen
coverage. Pyramidal type II facets dominate at concentrations
higher than 40%. Note, that prismatic type II facet disappears
already at 2% of hydrogen coverage. At high coverage in the range
between 75% and 95% there is an increase of area of pyramidal type
I facets with the simultaneous reduction of the area of basal and
pyramidal type II facets. At coverage higher than 96% Wulff poly
hedra consist of one type of facets (pyramidal type II).
3.4.2. Different hydrogen concentration on crystallographic non
equivalent surfaces

In this section we derive a generalization of the Gibbs Wulff
construction for the case of different hydrogen coverages on crys
tallographic non equivalent surfaces. If we consider equilibrium of
hydrogen adsorbed at void facets with hydrogen gas within a void,
hydrogen coverage on non equivalent void facets will be different
due to various adsorption and desorption barriers specific for each
crystallographic plane. This is valid also for hydrogen dissolved in
the bulk being in equilibrium with hydrogen on the void surfaces.
Different surface coverages in this case are due to different energies
of hydrogen atoms on various surfaces. Hence, the case considered
in this section reflects real physical phenomenon. The equilibrium
shape of growing single crystal or void in otherwise perfect single
crystal is determined by the minimization of its Gibbs free energy,
which for the case of gas covered bubble can be written as:

DG
X
i

ðgiAi TSiÞ: (3)

Here gi is the surface energy, Ai is surface area of i th face, T and Si
are temperature and entropy, respectively. In this case the surface
energy and entropy are functions of hydrogen surface coverage ci
on i th face. The summation runs over all void faces and we assume
that hydrogen coverage can be different for faces of different ori
entations. Accounting for configurational entropy allowed us to
include temperature dependence of Gibbs free energy and, as a
consequence, the effect of temperature on the equilibrium shape of
void or nanoparticle. This effect was missing in the classical Gibbs
Wulff approach considered in the previous section.

Let us assume that each void contains definite number of
hydrogen atoms N0

P
i
Ni, where the number of hydrogen atoms

on each face Ni is related to the hydrogen surface coverage as
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si
Ai
Ni: (4)

Here si is a surface area per one adsorption site on the i th face. Our
calculations have shown that the critical hydrogen coverage per
unit cell is: one hydrogen atom on basal plane; two hydrogen atoms
on prismatic type I, type II and pyramidal type I planes; four
hydrogen atoms on pyramidal type II plane (see Table 1). Despite
the fact that multiple adsorption sites are available, they cannot be
occupied simultaneously.

The minimization of free energy (3) should be performed taking
into account the conservation of void volume V0 and the number of
hydrogen atoms N0. This can be done using the method of Lagrange
multiples by minimizing auxiliary function:

UðAÞ
X
i

½giðciÞAi TSiðciÞ� l
X
i

hiAi 3V0

!
m
X
i

Ni N0

!
:

(5)

Here hi is the height of the pyramid with base on the face, which is
proportional to the surface energy of the face; l is the Lagrange
multiple defining only the size of a crystal or a void, but not its
shape; m is the Lagrange multiple associated with the free energy
change per hydrogen atom (equivalent to chemical potential). The
term after l implies volume conservation, while the term after m

takes into account conservation of the number of hydrogen atoms.
Differentiating (5) with respect to Ni gives

vUðAÞ
vNi

�
vgi
vci

Ai T
vSi
vci

�
vci
vNi

m 0: (6)

Using relation (4), we obtain

vci
vNi

si
Ai

: (7)

Substitution of (7) in (6) gives the expression for m

m
vgi
vci

si T
vSi
vci

si
Ai

: (8)

The following equation for configurational entropy for the i th
face can be used:

SiðciÞ kB
Ai

si
½ð1 ciÞlnð1 ciÞ þ ciln ci�; (9)

where kB is Boltzmann constant. Differentiating of (9) with respect
to ci, we obtain

vSi
vci

kB
Ai

si
ln
�
1 ci
ci

�
: (10)

Substitution of (10) in (8) gives us the final expression for the
chemical potential

m
vgi
vci

si kBT ln
�
1 ci
ci

�
: (11)

Further, the determination of the equilibrium void shape was
performed using the following steps:

1. With relation (11) we evaluate the chemical potential for
different surfaces as a function of hydrogen coverage. Analytical
expressions for giðciÞ were obtained by fitting the curves in
Fig. 3a. The dependencies mðciÞ are presented in Fig. 8 for two
different temperatures. Such large range of temperatures from
0.1 to 1500 K was chosen to demonstrate to what extent the
chemical potential changes with temperature at given hydrogen
coverage.

2. Assuming that chemical potential m in equilibrium is the same
on all surfaces, we determine hydrogen concentrations ci on
different faces. As seen in Fig. 8, up to three different hydrogen
concentrations can be referred to the same value of m. Each so
lution corresponds to different number of hydrogen atoms at
the surface of void.

3. Using these concentrations ci we calculate the surface energies
from the fitted curves giðciÞ and then perform construction of
Voronoi polyhedra. The results are shown in Fig. 9 for two
temperatures and five different values of chemical potential in
the range from 0.8 to 0.8.

The shapes calculated with this method are quite different from
those found with the use of conventional Gibbs Wulff construction.
However, for high hydrogen coverage both methods predict the
same equilibrium shape of hydrogen covered void: the remaining
small fraction of basal facet at 86% (shown in Fig. 9) fully disappears
at 99.5% and Voronoi polyhedra consist of only pyramidal type II
facets.

Fig. 9 confirms that both chemical potential and temperature
influence the equilibrium shape of a hydrogen covered void. An
increase of m results in a gradual disappearance of all facets with the
exception of pyramidal type II ones. At high temperature of
T 1500 K the shape of Voronoi polyhedra does not change so
distinctly as at T 0:1 K with variation of chemical potential.
Notice also, that our model predicts practically identical polyhedra
for m � 0:4 regardless of the temperature.

The intermediate configurations with the coverages in the range
of 10e95% used for fitting did not necessarily correspond to the
absolute energy minimum, therefore the shape the Wulff poly
hedra may deviate from those displayed in Fig. 6. However, ac
cording to our evaluation the energy of basal surface can vary only
within 0.1 J/m2 depending on the hydrogen distribution on the
surface (see Fig. 3b). Therefore, only minor changes in equilibrium
shape of voids associated with an increase or decrease of the area of
some of the facets may occur.

4. Discussion

4.1. Critical hydrogen coverage

Our calculations show that the stable hydrogen adsorption sites
at high coverage can noticeably differ from those at lower coverage.
For basal surface, hydrogen atoms prefer to occupy bridge sites and
to be two fold coordinated at critical coverage (see Fig. 2a). Early
first principles simulations [57,58] have revealed that the bridge
position (above the middle of the BeeBe bond) on basal plane is a
stable adsorption site for one hydrogen atom at 0 K in the smallest
1� 1 computational cell corresponding to the 100% coverage. In
this work stable bridge adsorption sites were repeatedly repro
duced with larger simulation cells at high hydrogen coverages.

Allouche reported a possibility of higher hydrogen coverage
than that found in our work on Be(0001) surface [33]. Namely, the
full coverage of the 3� 3 cell is achieved when 12 hydrogen atoms
are adsorbed above 9 beryllium surface atoms. Fig. 3c from Ref. [33]
shows that most of the hydrogen atoms prefer two fold coordi
nated bridge position building a kind of disordered BeeH half rings
at the surface similar to BeH2 molecular polymer chains [59,60]. In
our previous work [34] wemade an attempt to place two hydrogen
atoms per one beryllium atom (corresponding to 18 hydrogen per 9
beryllium atoms for the 3� 3 cell) on basal plane. This attempt,
however, ended with athermal desorption of several hydrogen



Fig. 8. Chemical potential calculated using expression (8) as a function of hydrogen coverage at two different temperatures.
molecules, while no desorption occurred at the coverage of one
hydrogen per one surface beryllium atom showing formation of
similar distorted BeeH half rings. We found that at the coverage
above one hydrogen per beryllium surface atom severe surface
reconstruction takes place.

Our results suggest that the critical coverage, above which no
molecular adsorption is possible, cannot be increased by atomic
hydrogen adsorption alone. Adsorption of atomic hydrogen occurs
without barrier, but after that hydrogen molecule is formed readily
and desorbs from the surface thus decreasing the surface coverage.
The only process which can increase hydrogen coverage above
critical value is diffusion of hydrogen from the bulk. Probably, the
highest coverage can be reached with two hydrogen atoms per one
beryllium atom corresponding to formation of complete BeH2
chains. This analysis shows that our findings are in fact comple
mentary to the results of Allouche [33] although do not coincide in
all details. In this work we found similar trend in hydrogen
adsorption energy behavior with increase of hydrogen coverage.

We are not aware of other theoretical works devoted to the
calculation of surface energies of beryllium with hydrogen. Even
calculations for clean planes other than basal one (mainly prismatic
type I plane) are very limited [38e40,42,44,45,61]. However, our
findings can be indirectly compared with the work of Udagawa
et al. [62]. They have revealed a noticeable reduction of the surface
energy for hcp basal and prismatic type I planes with an increase of
hydrogen concentration in solid solution in another hcp metal,
zirconium. Note, the change of the surface energy is related not
only to presence of hydrogen on the surfaces, but to some extent to
relaxation of interlayer distances.
4.2. Relaxation of surface layers

Feibelman et al. [36,58,63] studied the relaxation of outermost
surface layers of basal plane at monolayer hydrogen coverage. The
smallest 1� 1 simulation cell was used, where one hydrogen atom
per beryllium surface atom on basal surface corresponds already to
the monolayer (100%) coverage. The first surface layer was found to
be compressed with d12z 0:27% of the bulk value [58], although
it was stretched showing 10 times higher value of d12 2:6% in
work [36]. Unfortunately, it is difficult to explain the difference of
one order of magnitude (and even the opposite sign) between the
results obtained by the same author within slightly different
frameworks. However, the latter result is in a good agreement with
our findings (see Fig. 5a). We are not aware of the works, where the



relaxation of outermost surface layers of other principal close
packed beryllium surfaces at high hydrogen coverage was
investigated.

Beryllium is known for large relaxation of the interplanar dis
tances near clean surface [36e45,61,64]. The addition of hydrogen
generally results in the reduction of the interplanar distances,
although for prismatic type I and pyramidal type I planes the
contraction of the first interplanar distance is replaced by even
larger expansion.

Bavli et al. [65] argue that the inward relaxation of the top
surface layer occurs due to the lower electron density at the surface
in comparison with the bulk. In our case this is true for all surfaces
except basal one. In order to validate the connection between the
change of electron density and the relaxation of interlayer dis
tances, we have performed calculations of integral charge density
as a function of thickness for basal, prismatic type I and pyramidal
type I surfaces. It was found that if the value of the integral charge
density between atoms increases then the distance between layers
decreases resulting in inward relaxation. This behavior can be
rationalized in terms of nuclear charge screening. Increased charge
density between atoms results in decrease of Coulomb repulsion
between nuclei, i.e. their mutual attraction. Thus the rule of thumb
in the case of surface layer relaxation can be formulated in the
following form: the increase of electron density between atomic
layers parallel to the surface results in contraction of the interlayer
distance and vice versa.
4.3. Equilibrium shape of hydrogen covered voids

Equilibrium shape of hcp crystals was studied thoroughly
[28,65e69]. In this work we found similar topology of the Wulff
polyhedron. The only difference from the cited works is the pres
ence of a small fraction of prismatic type II face, which cuts an edge
formed between two adjacent prismatic type I faces. We are aware
of only one attempt to construct Wulff polyhedron for hcp beryl
lium crystal [69,70]. The form of the constructed polyhedron
slightly differs from ours. Namely, the authors in the cited paper
revealed the presence of f2021g facet, which cuts an edge between
f1100g and f1101g planes and a small fraction of f2130g facet
instead of f2110g in our case (for details see Ref. [70]).

Inspired by the comprehensive work of Tran [69,70], we have
performed for completeness calculation of the energy of ð2021Þ and
ð2130Þ surfaces. The data are presented in Table 1. The comparison
shows that our results for the surfaces (1.81 J/m2 for ð2021Þ and
1.99 J/m2 for ð2130Þ) are on average 0.1 J/m2 lower than the cor
responding values obtained by Tran and co workers, which is un
doubtedly related to another set of simulation parameters used.
The energies of ð2021Þ and ð2130Þ surfaces are very close to those
for prismatic type I and type II planes, respectively. Analysis shows
that ð2021Þ surface does not result in a drastic change of equilib
rium shape of void at 0% of coverage, while the ratio of ð2130Þ
surface is relative small. On this basis, we do not consider the effect
of these two surfaces on the shape of Wulff polyhedra.

No attempts to study the change of the Wulff polyhedron to
pology for beryllium as a function of hydrogen coverage weremade
so far. However, somewhat similar calculations were carried out for
rhenium nanoparticles covered with oxygen as well as nitrogen
atoms [28]. The authors, using ab initio atomistic thermodynamics
approach, have demonstrated that the equilibrium shape of
rhenium particles significantly changes with both oxygen and ni
trogen coverages (see Fig. 2 in Ref. [28]).

It is interesting to compare our simulation results with experi
ments. Under neutron irradiation beryllium transmutes to helium
and tritium, with a ratio of helium to tritium concentration in the
range of 10e200 depending on neutron spectrum [71]. The growth
of helium bubbles in beryllium under neutron irradiation at
elevated temperatures was extensively studied using optical
[72,73] and transmission electron microscopy [24,74e76]. It is well
established that helium bubbles have a shape of hexagonal prism
with the base lying on basal plane (see, e.g. Refs. [24,76]). It was
shown that the width to height ratio varies within 2e5 depending
on the irradiation conditions. The side faces of the prism are
assumed to be rectangular f0110g facets. Exactly this shapewas not
found in our calculations. The most similar shape is that at zero
hydrogen coverage that shows the presence of pyramidal type I
planes in contrast to helium bubbles. Nevertheless, in addition to
regular prisms, some bubbles are truncated by one of the pyramidal
planes instead of prismatic ones (see Fig. 5b in Ref. [76]) which
were found as facets in our Gibbs Wulff construction.

It should be mentioned that in the neutron irradiation experi
ments helium bubbles contain at least one order of magnitude
more helium than hydrogen isotopes. Much higher hydrogen con
centrations can be reached in ion implantation experiments. For
mation of faceted voids of different shape elongated along ½0001�
direction was observed after implantation with deuterium ions at
500 and 700 K [27]. Annealing at 500e600 �C for 15 min of
beryllium implanted with hydrogen at temperature below 50+ C
has revealed the elongated shape of voids along ½0001� direction
which were truncated by pyramidal planes from both ends (see
Fig. 5a in Ref. [77]).

Thus, our model calculations predict a general trend of the
faceting shape of void with increase of hydrogen surface coverage
on its facets. The area of the most energetically favorable (without
hydrogen) basal surface is decreasing until it disappears, while the
area of the pyramidal type II plane is dominating at high hydrogen
coverage. With increase of hydrogen concentration only the later
surface survives while all other facets disappear completely (see
Fig. 7). However, it fails to reproduce the exact shape of voids with
hydrogen observed in experiments. The main reason for this
behavior, in our opinion, is the kinetic nature of the process of void
growth.

Recent work of Xu at al [78] shed some light on the kinetics of
void formation in similar hcp metal, magnesium. Using the high
resolution transmission electron microscopy, the authors observed
void growth induced by electron irradiation. They found that the
voids first grow into a plate like hexagonal shape on basal plane,
followed by a gradual increase of the height of the prism. During
the first stage the prism is truncated from the sides by pyramidal
type I planes. Prismatic planes appear in the second stage of the
growth. This work shows that the process of void growth under
irradiation is essentially non equilibrium and is driven by aniso
tropic growth kinetics.

The above described experiment demonstrates that applica
bility of equilibrium methods depends on the ratio between the
rates of surface diffusion and void growth. If surface diffusion is
slower, the void shape is defined by kinetics of the growth process
and can be far from the shape expected at equilibrium. Moreover,
after the end of irradiation or annealing used in experiments we do
not know how far this frozen stage is from the equilibrium. Increase
of temperature affects the diffusion limited growth of void and
decreases the time necessary to reach the equilibrium state. Hence,
experiments performed at different temperatures sometimes
report different faceting of the voids. For instance, bubbles with
argon gas in hcp zinc after bombardment in heavy ion accelerator
at 300�C were bounded by basal, pyramidal type I and prismatic
type I facets, while at lower temperature of 130�C the dominating
facets were basal and prismatic type I [66].



Another possible reason for discrepancy, namely different
hydrogen coverage for different void facets, was tested in the pre
sent work. Although notable differences have been found with
respect to the case of equal coverages reported in Ref. [35], the
shape of void still differs from that observed in experiments.

The observed phenomenon of void faceting modification in the
presence of hydrogen suggests a practical way of deliberate
adjustment of nanoparticle morphology which is known to play an
essential role in their catalytic activity. Catalyst particles grown on
the substrate can be shaped in hydrogen or other gas atmosphere
which affects surface energies and facilitates formation of certain
facets. Similar process was studied in application to rhenium
nanoparticles in oxygen and nitrogen environments [28].

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have studied the effect of hydrogen surface
coverage on surface energy and relaxation of outermost atomic
layers for five principal hcp beryllium surfaces (basal, prismatic
type I and II, pyramidal type I and II). Equilibrium shapes of
hydrogen covered voids in beryllium were determined assuming
different hydrogen coverages on crystallographic non equivalent
surfaces.

The main conclusions can be drawn as follows.

1. The critical hydrogen coverage above which hydrogen molecu
lar adsorption from gas phase stops was determined for all
studied beryllium surfaces. At this coverage hydrogen prefers to
be two fold coordinated with beryllium atoms, i.e. occupies
mainly the bridge site above the middle of BeeBe bond.
Hydrogen bonding with two surface beryllium atoms resembles
half of BeH2 ring.

2. Adsorption of hydrogen on beryllium surface results in a sig
nificant reduction of surface energy for basal, prismatic type I
and pyramidal type I and II surfaces, while the energy of pris
matic type II surface changes only moderately. The latter has the
same bridge like hydrogen adsorption positions for clean and
pre covered surfaces.

3. At hydrogen coverage above ca. 40% pyramidal type II plane is
the most energetically favorable, while the energies of other
studied surfaces are noticeably higher.

4. Relaxation of outermost atomic layers covered with hydrogen
considerably differs from that found for clean beryllium sur
faces. Interchanging extension and compression between layers
occurs for prismatic type I and pyramidal type I surfaces with
and without hydrogen.

5. An equilibrium shape of hydrogen covered voids in beryllium
was studied using generalized Gibbs Wulff construction ac
counting for different hydrogen coverages on crystallographic
non equivalent surfaces. Voids without hydrogen are bounded
with basal, prismatic type I and pyramidal type I planes with a
small fraction of prismatic type II facets. Our model predicts
drastic changes of faceting with hydrogen coverage so that at
critical coverage all faces are pyramidal type II planes. Obtained
results are partially consistent with the available experimental
data.

6. Differences between the proposed model and experiments can
be explained by the fact that no equilibrium was reached in
experiments, while kinetic processes are responsible for the
faceting of hydrogen covered voids formed under neutron
irradiation or after thermal annealing.
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